Comparison of performance records and national breeding values as input into international genetic evaluation.
The purpose of this investigation was to compare accuracy and precision of variance components and breeding values for international genetic evaluations based on national breeding values or animal performance records. A conventional progeny test scheme was simulated for 3 countries. True breeding values and observations were generated specific to production environments. Two production environments were considered, and both balanced and unbalanced distribution of production environments over countries were considered. True breeding values for both production environments were generated as bivariate normal deviates, and low (0.70) and high (0.90) genetic correlations between performance in production environments were considered. Each cow had an observation in one country only. Performance records were generated as the sum of the true breeding value, a contemporary group effect, and a random residual. Eight generations of data were simulated, and the entire simulated data set was used to compare 3 methods for international genetic evaluation: 1) multiple-trait across-country evaluation based on national predicted breeding values of bulls (Mace), 2) international genetic evaluation across country using performance records, and 3) international genetic evaluation across production environment using performance records. Estimated genetic parameters were biased for all models in this study. Genetic correlations between countries were generally more biased for Mace than for the across-country analyses using performance records. Bias in within-country genetic variances was smaller for Mace. Even genetic parameters obtained with the international evaluation across production environment using performance records were biased, despite the fact that this model was closest to the true, simulated model. The root mean square error of predicted breeding values was similar between models for most of the situations considered. The difference between models was largest when the distribution of production environments over countries was unbalanced and the genetic correlation between performance in production environments was low (0.70). Using breeding values obtained with the across-production environment international genetic evaluation based on performance records will increase the response to selection.